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What makes a good story?
Facts Are Dull
 The easiest trap to fall into is “We did a
thing” stories
• We held an event
• We awarded some money
• We did community service

 Details flesh out a story. If the subject/
location can be changed to fit any other
club or network, it’s not a story.
 Who cares? Consider your audience
(both current and potential!)
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What makes a good story?
Help us tell the Purdue story!
 You are our eyes and ears across the world!
 Your community is your beat. You know it better than we ever will.
 If you think it’s interesting, chances are other people will think it’s
interesting, too!
 Don’t worry about determining whether something is “story” worthy.
Float it up and we’ll see if it can be fleshed out.

How do you do that?
 Be a storycatcher and a storyteller
 Ask inquiring questions of every Purdue grad you meet!
 Don’t assume everyone knows as much about Purdue as you do.
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How to Be
Storycatcher
a
Club Awards Scholarship to Local Students

Recipient of club scholarship award
inspired to study nursing because of
compassionate care she received as
a child with heart problems.
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How to Be
Storycatcher
a
Club Performs Community Service at Christmas

Purdue elves create holiday
magic as volunteers for
renowned Santa House.
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How to Be
Storycatcher
a
Purdue Friends Hold Annual Reunion

Summer Party ’74 cemented
lifelong friendships among
Cary Quad alums who’ve
continued to gather for 45
years.
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Storytelling
—Apply it to Social Media
Club Awards Scholarship to Local Students
 Rather than: The Purdue Alumni Club of Montenegro funded two
scholarships for local incoming Purdue students. Thanks to all who
donated!
 How about: Meet Jasmine Fuller, recipient of a Purdue Alumni Club of
Montenegro scholarship.
“There was never any choice for me, but Purdue. I plan to major in
agricultural business so I can return to the farm my Boilermaker family
has run for more than 100 years.”
What advice do you have for Jasmine and other incoming freshmen?
Tell us in the comments!
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Storytelling
—Apply it to Social Media
Club Performs Community Service at Christmas
 Rather than: The Purdue Alumni Club of Timbuktu is looking for
volunteers to help with our annual community service project at the
local Santa House.
 How about: Calling all elves! Share holiday magic and make wishes
come true at Santa House. Join your fellow Boilermakers for this fun
experience and give back to our community. Sign up to volunteer
today!
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Social Media
Best Practices
 Use images: Photos (or even better video!) enhance your post.
 Keep it Manageable: It’s better to have only one social media account,
than have multiple platforms that are inactive. Post 3x week–1x day.
 Remain Relevant: Make sure your about/profile information is up-todate so people know how to contact you.
 Source Content: Follow other Purdue accounts for items you can share
 Encourage Interaction: Respond to others’ posts and comments, even
if it’s just a like. Include CTAs and prompts to facilitate discussion.
Alumni leaders can also respond through their personal accounts.
 Use hashtags: Be consistent! Capitalize on trending topics.
#PurdueAlumni #HailPurdue #BoilerUp #NationalMoonDay
 Tag others: Helps to amplify your content. @purduealumni
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Social Media
—Next Level
Create a Basic Content Plan
 Identify different story buckets that make sense for your audience:
alumni profiles; student profiles; traditions; inspirational quotes/memes;
history; did you know?
 Assign each category to a day of the week and capitalize on trending
hashtags. Post inspirational quotes/members on #MotivationalMonday.
Or create your own, such as the Purdue Alumni #TuesdayTourseries.
 Keep profiles simple! You do not need to write 500 words and include
every detail about a person’s career and family. A short quote about a
favorite campus memory, why someone chose Purdue, or how their work
makes a community/global impact is sufficient.
 Download Purdue photos at purduemarketing.photoshelter.com
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Photo Guidelines
Have Fun!
 We want to depict attendees having a
good time.
 Sitting around tables is awkward, ask
people to stand up.
 There is nothing wrong with staging a
photo op.
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Photo Guidelines
Get Close!
 Make sure people know you are
taking their photo
 Direct them where to look
 Encourage them to smile
 It’s okay to ask them to pose for you
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Photo Guidelines
Check Your Lighting
 Dimly lit or unevenly lit shots can ruin
an otherwise okay photo.
 Choose a location with even lighting.
Make sure there are no harsh bright
areas or underexposed dark areas.
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Photo Guidelines
Show, Don’t Tell
 Candid images can work great to
show what your event is all about
 Chili cookoff? Show someone dishing
up a bowl
 Volunteering at a food pantry? Show
someone stocking a shelf
 Golf outing? Show someone hitting
the links, or pulling a club from their
bag
 Beer or wine tasting? Show people
doing “cheers”
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Photo Guidelines
Beware the Group Photo
 This tells nothing about the event. It is
merely a record of who attended.
 May not communicate the ideal
optics when attempting to appeal to
wider range of alumni.
 People are too small, too far away.
 Find ways to show fun, interactive
moments that will make newcomers
want to attend your next event.
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Photo Guidelines
Take Lots of Options!
 You don’t have to be a pro photog.
Any smart phone will do!
 Take (and submit) lots of options. You
can take 100 photos … you only need
a couple good ones.
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Email Communications
Best Practices
 Keep it organized: When sharing several updates, separate them with
horizontal rules or bold subheads within the body of the email.
 Keep it focused: People have limited attention spans. Good rule of
thumb is not to exceed 125 words. If you have additional info to share,
include links to read more on the web for individual bits of info.
 Cut the Fluff: Skip lengthy introductions, get right to the point.
 Call to Action: Be clear about what you want a recipient to do.
 List Management: If you are using a subcommunity, your list is updated
automatically. It is a violation of University policy for clubs/networks to
keep/maintain their own lists and distribute via Mail Chimp/Emma/etc.
 Spam Laws: Must include a method for unsubscribing and a physical
address for the sender.
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